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THE GREAT INDOORS

The
Givenchy
Code
At the new Givenchy boutique,
architect Jamie Fobert whisks
Parisians straight from the
street into what feels like a
very private dressing room.
Words Ingeborg van Lieshout
Photos Sue Barr and Givenchy

let the display do the talking

Display = History
In the first box white-plaster mouldings in negative relief cast from those
in Givenchy’s couture salon on Avenue
George V.
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Strict tailoring, a clean sheen of black leather, the occasional white ruffle and a gold element to finish it
off. Are we talking about the interior of the posh
Givenchy shop that opened in Paris in the spring?
Yes, but also about the highlights of Givenchy’s autumn collection, fashions that hit the catwalk at
about the same time. It’s taken Riccardo Tisci – chief
designer of both womenswear and menswear at
Givenchy, one of four houses that built French fashion – only a few short years to turn the languorous
label into a profit-making organization. He’s revitalized the company by adding a touch of severity and
a dose of sex appeal to its classic air of romanticism.
Justin Timberlake, the fresh face of Givenchy, embodies the new direction.
The same combination of old and new emerges
in the boutique on rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré,
where prêt-à-porter hangs in a neat set of six boxes.
Box 1 is panelled in white plaster casts of moulding
from Givenchy’s couture salon, here configured in
negative relief. White-oak parquet in a herringbone
pattern covers the floor, a subtle contrast to parquet
used for the 300-m2 floor that lies beneath all six of
the boutique’s ‘gift boxes’. According to architect
Jamie Fobert, each of the five ‘features signature elements from the brand’s history’. Here in the boutique, his blown-up reproductions of Givenchy’s classic courier boxes – packaging used to hand-deliver
garments to a coddled clientele – contain the brand’s
latest collection. Dark boxes in a predominantly
white space make the shop feel like a gallery. And
that’s exactly what Tisci wants visitors to
experience.

‘The interior of each of the
six boxes features signature
elements from the brand’s
history’ Jamie Fobert
Who better than Jamie Fobert to translate the atmosphere found in a gallery into a tasteful retail interior? After working for David Chipperfield
Architects, whose Berlin branch was his responsibility for two years, Fobert established Jamie Fobert
Architects in 1996, a firm involved in exhibition designs for the Tate Modern and the Victoria & Albert
Museum and the extension to Tate St Ives. Fobert has
also won several RIBA awards, among which a
prize for the Anderson House (2003).
The boxes in Fobert’s Parisian ‘gallery’ include
one whose baroque interior boasts dark flooring and
18th century-style moulding embossed into dark
leather. Another features mouldings overlaid with
glass and the same white-oak parquet that appears
in Box 1. Dark-wood panelling on the walls of Box 4
rise from Florentine parquet flooring featuring the
four geometric Gs of the Givenchy logo. Although
each box is an autonomous boutique-in-a-boutique
devoted to one part of the current collection, a door
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disguised by panelling in Box 4, when closed, transforms the room into a private fitting room for elite
customers. Box 5 – also equipped with a fitting room
– has a grey-plaster interior that captures the urban
professionalism of Givenchy’s ready-to-wear for
men. Although the exteriors of the boxes look like
black glass, Fobert realized these façades in charred
wood made shiny with layers of resin to create a
clean yet warm environment with vintage overtones that feel incredibly new.

Brass cash desk in the Givenchy
boutique.

In the space separating the six enigmatic boxes, the
spare torsos of mannequins sporting Givenchy fashions hang from the ceiling. Customers pay for their
purchases at an impressive brass counter that accommodates computers and cash registers. Is this
staff of gold a nod at the collection? A reference to a
bar serving drinks in a gallery? A hint of British
irony?
In any case, the counter is very visible to those passing by outside, who, having surveyed merchandise
in windows on either side of Givenchy’s – in shops
occupied by Hermès and Boucheron – are now confronted with a 14-m-wide store front that is not an
obvious display window in the traditional sense.
The boutique itself is the display and, quite literally,
the house of Givenchy.
‘Riccardo Tisci and I took an art-based approach
to the design,’ says Fobert. ‘We share a passion for
contemporary art. For eight months Riccardo and I,
along with Marco Gobetti, the president of
Givenchy, met at least every other week in Paris to
develop the retail design. We experimented with
materials, looking for surfaces and textures that
would alter perceptions and trigger memories. We
wanted something contemporary with a subtle
sense of romanticism. Besides being sensitive to the
slightest shift in tone or texture, Riccardo has an understanding of materiality and detail that I find inspiring.’ The collaboration between architect and
fashion designer led to a tactile architecture. Fobert
says his experimentation with materials for this
project was a result of working with Tisci. It lifted
the work done by his practice ‘into a realm we’d not
explored before’, is his reply to a query about what
he feels proudest of having accomplished in the boutique. ‘The shop provides two contrasting experiences. One comes from the open, spacious, gallery-like
volume that’s very much related to the city. Stepping
into the intimate enclosure of the boxes, however,
changes the mood. One fashion editor likened it to
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Box 6. Each box opens to reveal an
intimate world wrapped in Parisian panelling.
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µ Plan of 300-m2 Givenchy shop in
Paris.
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Strict tailoring, a clean sheen
of black leather, the
occasional white ruffle and a
gold element to finish it off

∂ Box 3. Mouldings are suggested by
the use of layered glass.
View of the shop from inside the entrance.
They may look like black glass, but the exterior walls of the boxes are made from charred
oak gleaming with layers of resin.

moving directly from the streets of Paris into her
private dressing room. It’s inside these intimate spaces that the tactile nature of our material investigations is really evident.’
Sounds like synergy at its best. Did he sail
through the whole process with not a single doubt
or difficulty? ‘In the design stage, we worried that
placing the boxes down the centre of the store
might make the spaces to either side seem too narrow. I was also concerned that a 300-m2 interior
only 2.9 m high would feel oppressively low. In the
end, we were surprised by the feeling of immense
openness and spaciousness – far exceeding my expectations. The proportions of the boxes and the
spaces around them create a wonderful sense of
volume.’
Givenchy’s plan is to clone the Parisian flagship
store and open up similar boutiques across the
globe. Three locations in China and one in the
Middle East are currently under construction.
—
Box 5. Grey plaster underscores the urban
professionalism of Givenchy’s prêt-àporter
for men.
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‘It’s inside the intimate
confines of the boxes that
the tactile nature of our
material investigations is
really evident’ Jamie Fobert

Box 2. Louis XV panelling features moulding embossed into dark leather.
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Box 4. Dark-wood panelling is complemented by parquet flooring embellished
by the Givenchy logo, which features four
geometric Gs.
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